
continued to be uncooperative and insist that he 
not cooperate the interview would be terminated. 
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was interviewed as a follow up to a polygraph examination that he had taken on 04/02/2003. 

	 'continued to insist that he was telling the truth. He first stated that he never went to Afghanistan and 

I 	I immediatply  followed that with a question, "What would be the problem if I did go? Ifs an Islamic country.' 
	(was told that there would be no problem with him going. 
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I 	liccused Pakistani Police with giving him electric shocks and U.S. troops of beating  him. He said he was 
b7F -1 

yelled at constantly by interrogators in Kandahar and then admitted lying to them' 	 Itold the interrogators in 
Afghanistan  that he had gone to Afghanistan with two traveling companions to bring food and perform charity work1-1  
	I lied to the interrogators in Kandahar because he felt that if he didn't say what the interrogators wanted, they 
would continue to beat him. 

as then shown a photograph of himself take 
w ere anybruises or signs of a beating were located. 

The interview was then ended. 
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b^American troops in Kandahar and asked to point out 
then admitted to lying about the beatings. 
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